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When Han Sen started to practice Jadeskin, he was too old in age. Since the foundation was not laid 

when he was a boy and he had practiced the hyper geno art for a short time, Han Sen was not able to 

make a big progress with it. Without the help of geno solutions, until this day, he still was not able to 

make the first breakthrough with Jadeskin. 

Han Sen was stuck in a bottleneck and failed to make the breakthrough. However, when he drank the 

geno solutions to practice Micro Crystal, Jadeskin was activated unexpectedly and was pushed to the 

first breakthrough. 

Han Sen only had one feeling at this point. 

Cold! Piercing and thrilling cold! 

The cold did not come from the outside but seemed to come from within. It was as if every single inch of 

his body was giving off the coldness, making Han Sen feel like he was going to turn into an ice statute. 

 

He wanted to stop activation of Jadeskin, otherwise, wondered if he would be frozen to death. However, 

Jadeskin was like a wild horse that did not follow his control at all. The cold got worse and worse, 

making Han Sen become unconscious. 

“I can’t sleep. If I fall asleep, I’m afraid I will not wake up ever.” Han Sen knew very well what would 

happen to someone who fell asleep in the snow, so he was striving to be lucid. 

However, it did not help a lot. At this point, he could not even move his fingers. His entire body was 

incredibly cold and even the temperature in the room fell. 

The thermostats did not seem to sense the drop in the room temperature, so it was not working. 

 

 

“Dammit! How come the thermostats is broken at this point. Is God trying to kill me?” Han Sen wanted 

to smash the damned machine but unfortunately, he could not even move. 

Suddenly, an idea crossed Han Sen’s mind, which made him widen his eyes. No way. There is no such a 

coincidence. The reason the thermostats did not change only meant the room temperature did not 

actually drop. The cold I am feeling is very likely just a hallucination rather than a reality. 

Thinking of that, Han Sen quickly gritted his teeth and told himself, “I’m not cold… I’m not cold… 

everything is fake… It’s just my hallucination…” 



“Dammit, it’s really cold…” Han Sen felt like the psychological suggestion did not really work, because he 

was actually frozen to death. It felt like his heart was frozen and blood had stopped flowing and became 

ice. The coldness went to his heart. 

Gradually, the cold left him, and Han Sen started to feel warm. It was like sunshine in winter, making his 

trembling body feel better. Although it was not hot, it made him feel so comfortable that he almost 

moaned. 

However, Han Sen did not feel happy about it. He became even more worried. He knew that the cold did 

not go away. The warmth meant he was not far from death. As soon he was fooled by the heat and fell 

asleep, he would never wake up. When he was discovered by others, he would be a dead body. 

He tried his best not to fall asleep, but he felt more and more fuzzy. In the end, he could not help but fall 

asleep. 

Han Sen did not know how long he had been sleeping. When he woke up again, he felt so comfortable 

as if he had just stepped out of a hot spring. 

 

“What? I did not die?” Han Sen raised his hands incredulously and pinched his cheeks. Feeling the pain, 

he yelped. 

“Indeed, I did not die. This is not a dream!” Han Sen was overjoyed. Before he fell asleep, he thought he 

was doomed. However, nothing had really happened. It was as if he had just gone to bed. 

However, Han Sen felt his body was somewhat different. Although he could not tell what was different, 

the feeling could not be mistaken. 

Han Sen could not wait to run Jadeskin in his body, trying to figure out what had happened. The 

moment he started, he saw his two hands had become transparent like ice or Jade. 

These hands reminded Han Sen of Xue Longyan’s hands the only time he met Xue Longyan. However, 

Han Sen’s hands were even more fine than Xue Longyan’s. It was hard to believe they were human 

hands. 

“First breakthrough… I made the first breakthrough in Jadeskin…” Han Sen practiced Jadeskin in 

excitement, turning his entire body into Jade. 

“Jadeskin… This is what Jadeskin truly meant… I made it!” Han Sen could not resist his excitement. 

Watching his translucent body, he almost laughed out loud. 

After insisting on practicing Jadeskin for so long, Han Sen eventually made the first breakthrough, which 

laid the most important foundation. 

Although Han Sen was still a bit too old to start, the fact that he had made the first breakthrough with 

the hyper geno art made his progress fall into the normal range. 

Feeling endless power inside his body, Han Sen squeezed his fists. Although the muscles and bones 

looked translucent, they were as flexible as beef tendons. He did not feel hard to move around but felt 

his senses were heightened. 



Han Sen stopped the running of Jadeskin and turned his body back to normal. Looking at himself in the 

mirror, he saw his skin became more tender and smooth. However, there was not much of a difference 

between now and then. His eyes were more watery like gemstones, which made him look quite 

charming. 

“If I continue this way, I will be more and more like a gigolo.” Feeding upset, Han Sen hoped he could 

look more masculine. 

However, that was no big deal. There was no need to care about the appearance. Han Sen ran Micro 

Crystal again, wanting to make sure that he was still able to practice this hyper geno art. 

Very soon, Han Sen opened his mouth wide. After practicing Micro Crystal, he found that Micro Crystal 

was just a small part of Jadeskin. 

When he used Micro Crystal, Han Sen felt his body was toughened because the body cells were 

crystallized, making him look like a statue carved out of crystal. 

“Micro Crystal, I achieved it…” Although Han Sen felt incredulous, the fact was the fact. He indeed 

succeeded in practicing Micro Crystal. Hew Han Sen looked was exactly what was described in the Micro 

Crystal tutorial. 

The hyper geno art that took others 2 to 3 decades to practice was easily achieved by Han Sen. Even Han 

Sen himself could not believe that was happening. 

Shortly, Han Sen found that it was not really a fact worth celebrating. The effect of Micro Crystal was far 

worse than Jadeskin after he made the first breakthrough. The only good thing about Micro Crystal was 

that now he had an excuse to cover the fact that he had been practicing Jadeskin. 
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After finishing his task on the warship, Han Sen had some free time again to enter God’s Sanctuary. 

Yang Manli had finished recruiting. 80 to 90% of the people living in that area joined Goddess Gang that 

Han Sen had formed and signed formal contracts. 

Although Han Sen needed to provide some meat at low costs, it was nothing compared to what he had 

gained. When he was ready to conquer the spirit shelter, all these people needed to play a part. Yang 

Manli told Han Sen that the recruitment did not go well initially. Because Uncle Qing was the first to join 

the gang, everyone else followed. 

Han Sen nodded and did not speak. The Nings were expressing kindness to him, but Han Sen did not 

dare to treat them as friends. He still knew too little about things in the past, so he could not decide 

whether the Nings were friends or enemies. 



“Now that Goddess Gang is formed, what’s your next move?” Yang Manli asked Han Sen. She was quite 

reluctant to call the gang Goddess Gang, because there were less than ten women in the entire gang, 

and none of them could be called a goddess. 

 

However, Han Sen insisted on the name. Since it was just a name, Yang Manli did not care. 

She did not know that in Han Sen’s eyes, the gang members recruited at this point were all just the help. 

The Goddess Gang he was going to formulate was a group of spirit beauties. 

Wherever he appeared in the future, three thousand spirit beauties would clear the way for him, which 

would be a dream coming true. 

Of course, the condition was that his super body king spirit could make spirits give their allegiance to 

him. Otherwise, his dream would just be a dream. Not to mention a group, he would not even be able to 

get a few spirits working for him. 

 

 

“Let them gobble up the meat first, and then we will train them and select the best of them to form the 

backbone of Goddess Gang. Then, we’ll go conquer the spirit shelter.” Han Sen was waiting for zero to 

come and take her to smash the spirit shelter, so he would spend the time to train these people. 

These people did not really take much training, because those who had entered Second God’s Sanctuary 

were either veterans who had gone through the military service or current soldiers who were still 

serving. With some light training, they could cooperate pretty well. 

Han Sen asked Yang Manli to pick a team which he will lead to hunt, so that he could check out if there 

were any talented people among them. 

“Young master, if you want to hunt, I know exactly the place that suits the team,” suggested Uncle Qing 

when he heard Han Sen was going to do that. 

Han Sen heeded his advice and asked him to lead the way. The team marched toward the glaciers uncle 

Qing was talking about. 

Although it was an area of glaciers, avalanche or accidents rarely happened. Han Sen did not worry 

about that. All they had run into on the way was a few ice-armored beasts, so Han Sen did not bother to 

move. Riding on the back of the golden growler, Han Sen was reading as he ate the jerked bird leg of the 

evil-blooded condor while watching the team hunt. 

Han Sen looked through the database on Daphne for information about beast soul glyphs and indeed 

found something. 

No one had ever discovered beast soul glyphs in First God’s Sanctuary, but the beast soul type started to 

come up in Second God’s Sanctuary and above. In addition, only mutant or sacred-blood creatures 

would produce beast soul glyphs. 



 

The functions of beast soul glyphs were very complicated. Each one had its own unique function. In 

conclusion, a beast soul glyph would give its user a certain ability. 

For example, there was a kind of bear glyph that could enhance one’s strength, and there was a wind 

beast glyph that would increase the user’s speed. 

Since no one had hunted an evil-blooded condor before, Han Sen was not sure what kind of ability he 

would get. He had been observing for days and did not discover anything different when using the beast 

soul. 

“So, what is the function of the evil-blooded condor glyph?” Han Sen could not figure it out and had to 

put it aside. 

At this point, Han Sen finally understood how great it was to be a gang leader. Watching his 

subordinates killing creatures bravely, Han Sen knew that he would eventually gain the better half of 

their labor. 

There were not a lot of members in the gang at the moment. In the future, if the Goddess Gang had 

thousands or tens of thousands of members, he would be able to receive a significant amount of income 

from his cut of everyday hunting. 

It was equally beneficial to the gang members. Compared to hunting alone, it was much easier to hunt in 

a gang. At the same time, the income was equally good or even better. Their safety was also enhanced. 

Of course, because it was a tough area, and most places were unknown to man, it was still dangerous to 

hunt even in the group. Without a master fighter in the gang, everyone would die once they 

encountered strong mutant creatures or sacred-blood creatures. 

They were not used to hunting blatantly like this for fear that there might be a group of creatures 

attacking them. Following Han Sen, however, they could quit sneaking around. Although they felt 

anxious, they felt much better than before. 

“Young master, let’s stay in this area. If we move further, there might be mutant creatures.” Uncle Qing 

stopped and said to Han Sen. 

“Let’s continue. Mutant creatures are even better,” Han Sen commanded the team to go forward, 

because he was not that interested in hunting primitive creatures. 

Although they were following Han Sen’s order, many people started to feel worried, looking left and 

right for fear that there might really be mutant creatures. 

The only person able to fight a mutant creature in this place was Uncle Qing. If others encountered 

mutant creatures, they were likely to become a meal of the creatures. 

Although Yang Manli wanted to talk Han Sen out of it, she knew it would not serve any purpose, because 

Han Sen would not listen to her at all. Yang Manli ended up saying nothing. 

Uncle Qing did not argue either, continuing to lead the way. It was as if as long as Han Sen gave his 

words, Uncle Qing would do anything for Han Sen. 



Han Sen continued to read his ancient language textbook. As long as he had time, Han Sen would still 

learn the ancient language, hoping to understand Dongxuan Sutra as soon as possible. 

However, Dongxuan Sutra was so archaic that Han Sen was only able to understand a small part of it at 

this point, and that was not even the important part. 

All of a sudden, they heard loud hoof beat and beast roar. A giant elephant with white fur rushed 

toward them from afar, leaving one huge footprint after another. All the glaciers seemed to be shaking. 

Snowflakes were flowing everywhere. 

“White mammoth!” Someone suddenly exclaimed. The entire group scattered like a mob. 
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Han Sen saw most people were running and only Yang Manli, Uncle Qing, and a few gang members 

stayed next to him, summoning beast souls and ready to fight. 

It was easy to tell that the gang members were all frightened, their hands on their weapons shaking. 

All other people were running fast, about which Han Sen was not surprised. These people had lost their 

confidence a long while ago, so it was natural that they reacted this way facing danger. 

Han Sen had considered them no good in his heart. In the future, he would not waste his time cultivating 

these people. To the contrary, Xu You and other young people did not escape and remained on Han 

Sen’s side although they were frightened. Han Sen thought they could be further cultivated to become 

leaders, commanding the future forces in Goddess Gang. 

Although they were all quite young and probably had worse physique than the older people who had 

run away, these were no big deal. Han Sen could easily use large amounts of meat to give them better 

geno point counts. 

 

There was always a way to enhance one’s physique and martial arts skills. However, one’s character was 

not something could be cultivated. In Han Sen’s eyes, Xu You and other young people were all valuable 

assets. 

“Clear.” Han Sen yelled, commanding the gang members to step back. He rolled on the back of the 

golden growler and charged the white mammoth. 

All the young gang members looked at Han Sen in surprise. As a mutant creature, the white mammoth 

was a top one. Even someone like Uncle Qing did not dare to face a white mammoth head on, but Han 

Sen simply threw himself at the creature. 

Watching Han Sen with a grim face, Uncle Qing murmured to himself in a low voice, “Is he really the 

descendent of Instructor Han?” 



 

 

Yang Manli drew her bow string and aimed her arrow at an eye of the white mammoth, ready to 

support Han Sen when necessary. 

However, the bow and arrow she was using at the moment were still sacred-blood beast souls of First 

God’s Sanctuary, which almost did not work at all on a mutant creature in Second God’s Sanctuary like 

the white mammoth. 

The golden growler was going fast. In terms of size, the golden growler was no smaller than the white 

mammoth. As the golden growler ran, its body was quickly growing. The moment it was about to clash 

with the white mammoth, the golden growler was already as large as a hill, even bigger than the 

mammoth. 

Compared to the golden growler, the white mammoth suddenly looked mini, like a baby elephant in 

front of an adult elephant. 

Boom! 

The two beasts clashed together. Although the golden growler was bigger than the white mammoth, it 

was not at any disadvantage, but stepped back as well as the white mammoth. 

“Roar!” The golden growler growled reluctantly. It was the absolute king in First God’s Sanctuary. No 

creature could fight it at all. However, it was forced back by a white mammoth, which made the lion 

very mad. 

The white mammoth also roared and ran toward the golden growler. 

 

Boom! 

The two huge animals were fighting it out again, making all sorts of horrendous noises. The surrounding 

glaciers were broken into pieces and there was snow everywhere. 

Boom boom boom! 

The golden growler and the white mammoth became extremely mad at each other, so neither of them 

intended to step back. They ran into each other hard like to oxen fighting for a cow. 

The gang members were dumbstruck. They had seen many mounts before, but had never seen a mount 

that was able to fight the creature. It was simply beyond imagination. 

Normal mount would not attack at all. However, this giant golden lion mount was somewhat different. 

The people that had run away saw what was happening and slowed down, looking at the golden growler 

throwing itself at the white mammoth incredulously. 



“That is a mutant creature. What’s the deal of the mount? It’s so strong that it could fight the white 

mammoth. Is that a mutant mount? Even if it is, it is still just a mount and should not be able to fight a 

creature like this.” 

Everyone had complicated emotions as they watched the golden growler. 

Indeed, like they were thinking, if it were any other mount, even a mutant mount from Second God’s 

Sanctuary, it would not be able to fight white mammoth like this. 

A mount is a mount. Once the creature became a beast soul mount, no matter how fierce it was initially, 

it would become tame. It was like a lion turning into a herbivore. Except for its strong physique, it no 

longer had the instinct to kill. 

However, the golden growler was different. Although it was just a beast soul mount, it still kept part of 

its nature. In addition, he had great physique, which was why it could still defend itself with its instinct 

lost. It could not be compared to other mounts. 

Han Sen sighed inwardly. After all, the golden growler was just a super creature from First God’s 

Sanctuary. Although it was special, because it was limited to its level, it was not as strong as the white 

mammoth. 

Watching the golden growler falling farther behind under the impact from the white mammoth and 

growling helplessly, Han Sen could not help becoming silent. 

He was reminded of the large golden growler’s fierceness. Between the heaven and earth, no one could 

stand one blow from its paw. This beast soul golden growler was indeed too sullen. 

“If the black crystal could really turn the beast souls of First God’s Sanctuary into the beast souls of 

Second God’s Sanctuary, I would definitely choose the golden growler to evolve next. Han Sen thought. 

He did not want to see a great king being a loser. 

Although he was thinking that, Han Sen decided to make a move. The moment the golden growler 

clashed with the white mammoth again, Han Sen jumped up from the head of the golden growler and 

dashed at the white mammoth like a meteor. 

The physique of the white mammoth was even better than that of golden growler. However, it still had 

to step back when the golden growler threw itself at him. 

At this very moment, Han Sen had already reached the mammoth. Holding the cursed wolf dagger in his 

hand, Han Sen sent himself into the wheel-sized eye of the mammoth. 

Roar! 

The white mammoth lifted its front legs. Blood ran into rivers flowing from its eyes. The beast screamed 

loud. 

The next moment, the stomach of the white mammoth was suddenly slashed open. A bloody figure 

came out of it. 

Boom! 



The white mammoth quickly fell, splashing ice and snow everywhere. Without looking at the body of the 

white mammoth, the bloody figure walked to the rest of the team when cleaning the dagger casually. 

Almost no one was able to forget this moment. The gigantic dead creature and the bloody figure were 

written into their memory internally. 
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After killing the white mammoth, Han Sen had established his prestige in Goddess Gang. People had 

officially recognized him as the leader. Many young people even saw him as an idol. 

The Goddess Gang had become more and more organized. Han Sen was very generous to the members 

that worked hard, awarding them with lots of meat. 

n 

Han Sen asked Yang Manli to specifically cultivate the young men like Xu You who dared to risk their 

lives. 

Han Sen’s arrival brought a revolution to the place. Although they still did not dare to hunt in remote 

areas or approach the spirit shelter, with Han Sen leading the team, they were able to kill lots of 

ordinary and primitive creatures at once in the mountains nearby. 

 

This gave some hope to the evolvers in this place. They no longer needed to hold their breath and count 

the days. 

Many people who had not entered God’s Sanctuary in a long time and lost hope returned to the place 

after hearing the news, wanting to see if the legend was real. It turned out they were ecstatic. The world 

of ice and snow was no longer silent like before. People were active everywhere. Although it could not 

be compared to large human shelters, the situation was not that desperate. More and more people had 

their hold back and joined Goddess Gang. 

More and more people told each other about the news, making those who had lost hope and her God’s 

sanctuary again. Therefore, Goddess Gang became stronger and stronger. With lots of meat to trade, 

the rich had also started to appear. Trade became more and more frequent and there had been a lot of 

transactions. 

Because Han Sen rarely showed up, few people knew what he looked like. Most people only knew the 

name Han Sen. 

 

 

More people thought of Han Sen as a legend, a living legend. 



An evolver who had just entered Second God’s Sanctuary for a few months revived a place on his own 

and inspired lots of desperate people, which could only exist in a legend. 

Obviously, more people recognized Yang Manli, the righthand woman. Many people assumed that Yang 

Manli was the goddess in “Goddess Gang” and thought she was Han Sen’s lady, the mistress of Goddess 

Gang. 

Of course, Yang Manli had also heard such assumption. In the beginning, she was shy and angry. 

However, it was impossible for her to clarify every time. After a while, she was tired of correcting others. 

“Brother, it really is you. I finally found the organization.” On this day, when Han Sen just teleported into 

God’s Sanctuary from the Alliance, someone suddenly ran at him and hugged his thigh full of tears. 

“Zhu Ting?” As Han Sen saw who it was, he could not help feeling dazed. He had no idea that he would 

run into Zhu Ting here. 

“How dare you show your face? You really think I will not kill you, don’t you?” Han Sen’s face became 

stern. 

“Brother, it is meaningless to live in such a spot. Can I follow you? If I can’t, I would rather die. Just kill 

me!” Zhu Ting would not let go of Han Sen’s leg. 

 

Han Sen chuckled inwardly and thought to himself, this guy is quite unlucky to be assigned here. He 

must have gone through many hardships. It looks like he’s going mad. 

“When did you arrive here? How come I never saw you?” Han Sen brought Zhu Ting to a quiet place and 

asked. 

“After I ran away, I came to Second God’s Sanctuary directly. God knows I would be sent to this damned 

place. Every time I tried to kill a primitive creature, I would be risking my life. After such a long time, I 

have not even maxed out on ordinary geno points. This is no way to live… Two months ago, I went out to 

hunt and was almost killed by a mutant creature. I ran so far away that I only came back the day before 

yesterday. Since hearing about brother you, I have always been waiting for you near the teleport 

device…” Zhu Ting complained tearfully. 

Naturally, Han Sen would not take Zhu Ting’s words too seriously. This guy was quite sly and full of 

ideas. He could also use poison well. Shameless and murderous, Zhu Ting was definitely a dangerous 

person. 

However, Han Sen did not want to kill Zhu Ting yet. Although this guy was dangerous, Han Sen did not 

think of him as a risk. In addition, Zhu Ting knew a lot of things that Han Sen was dying to know about, 

such as things about Han Jingzhi. 

Zhu Ting was a bastard son of the Chens. It seemed that the Chens also knew about what happened in 

the past. Han Sen wondered what role they had played. 

Han Sen suspected that someone of the Chens was also a member of Unit Seven of Secret Service. 



“So, you want to follow me. But why should I agree to that?” Han Sen looked at Zhu Ting with half a 

smile. No matter what Zhu Ting wanted, Han Sen would like to collect something from him first. 

“Brother, no matter what, I should be much more useful than those ordinary people, right?” Zhu Ting 

blinked and answered. 

“And much more dangerous,” Han Sen replied quietly. 

Zhu Ting said with a wry smile, “Young master, big brother, you are the descendent of Instructor Han. 

How do I dare to harm you? If I really did something to harm you, even my father would beat me to 

death.” 

“The Chens is quite well-informed. However, I don’t remember any relationship between the Hans and 

the Chens.” Han Sen was not moved at all. Everyone claimed to be a friend of Han Jingzhi. He could not 

tell who was telling the truth, so he decided to ignore all of them. 

“Didn’t Instructor Han mention that my ancestor was also a member of the Secret Service, a colleague of 

his?” Zhu Ting quickly said. 

“I don’t know.” Han Sen did not want to comment. He thought to himself, indeed, the Chens was also a 

part of the mission. 

“It’s useless for you to say anything. Give me something solid. If you want to follow me, you must pay 

upfront first,” Han Sen said. 

Zhu Ting said with a sad face, “After I came to this damned place, I have gained nothing and lost almost 

all the beast souls I brought from First God’s Sanctuary. Now I am so poor that all I have is money. Do 

you want money? Name a number, and I’ll pay you no matter how much.” 

“Don’t you still have Seven Twists?” Han Sen said abruptly. 

Han Sen had always coveted Seven Twists from the Chens. Although he could fly with beast soul wings, 

the speed would be determined by the strength of the beast soul instead of his strength. Therefore, Han 

Sen was very interested in this technique that could send him in the air using what he got. 

However, Seven Twists was the family secret of the Chens. No outsiders could be taught. With such an 

opportunity, Han Sen wanted to test if Zhu Ting could teach him Seven Twists. 
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“Although Seven Twists is the family secret of the Chens, there is a way for you to learn. However, since 

it runs in the family, there is a rule that the secret could not be leaked. If you want to learn, you will 

have to become a student of my family,” said Zhu Ting. 

Although Zhu Ting did not say no, there was no way that Han Sen would agree to become a student of 

the Chens, which meant he could not learn the hyper geno art. 



“So, there is no way around that?” Han Sen turned around and was ready to leave. 

“Stop, listen to me. Even if I was willing to ignore the rules and teach you Seven Twists, all I knew was 

the first three twists anyway. Without the special geno solutions, there was no way you could succeed in 

practicing it either.” 

Zhu Ting saw Han Sen was still leaving and said quickly, “Brother, hear me out. When I was chased 

around by the mutant creature a while back, I found a great place which you would definitely be 

interested in. How about I show you the place? If you think it is interesting, just let me join Goddess 

Gang. If you think the place is no good, I will no longer bother you.” 

 

“What kind of a good place?” Han Sen asked. 

“A nest,” Zhu Ting lowered his voice and said to Han Sen. Han Sen looked at him surprised. The fact that 

Zhu Ting found a nest meant he had found a sacred-blood beast soul. What a lucky guy! 

“Take me there first,” Han Sen thought about it and said. 

He was not worried that Zhu Ting might have any tricks up his sleeve. Even if there was a sacred-blood 

creature, Han Sen could protect himself. 

 

 

However, in the case that there was a sacred-blood creature or even a super creature in the nest, it 

would be terribly difficult for him to break the egg. 

Zhu Ting took Han Sen out of the ice cave and entered the mountains. 

Han Sen felt they were going too slow and summoned the golden growler, asking Zhu Ting to sit with 

him. 

“Brother, what a nice ride! Do you want to sell this mount? I could accept any price,” Zhu Ting said 

admiringly, looking at the golden growler. 

“I will not sell this one, but if you want to purchase a beast soul, I do have one.” Han Sen suddenly had 

an idea. The berserk ice-armored beast soul that he gained the last time was useless to him. If Zhu Ting 

was willing to pay a high price, Han Sen would like to sell it to him. 

“What beast soul? A mutant one or a sacred-blood one?” Zhu Ting looked at Han Sen in excitement. He 

had been suffering too much. It was so difficult to get a beast soul in such a place, and he had lost all the 

beast souls he brought here. Without a nice beast soul, Zhu Ting felt insecure. 

“A primitive beast soul of ice-armored beast,” replied Han Sen. 

Zhu Ting was slightly disappointed, but he still said, “Well that is nice as well. It is beast soul armor, 

relatively strong among primitive beast souls. One million, what do you think?” 

 



One million for a primitive beast soul was a lot, even though the beast soul was from Second God’s 

Sanctuary. 

It was only because beast souls were very rare in this place. In a large human shelter, primitive beast 

souls would be worth about one tenth the price. 

“It is a berserk one,” Han Sen added. 

Zhu Ting suddenly widened his eyes and said, “Brother, you got a berserk ice-armored beast soul?” 

Among primitive creatures, only one in several dozen could become berserk. And it was even harder to 

gain the beast soul, which was why a berserk beast soul was much more expensive than the beast soul 

on the same level. 

Of course, a berserk beast soul was also much better than others. In the case of this beast soul armor, a 

normal beast soul could only cover 30% to 40% of the body, while a berserk one could cover more than 

95% of the body. The defense was also enhanced in the berserk one, even comparable to a weak mutant 

armor, which made the value of a berserk beast soul much higher. 

“What do you think?” Han Sen summoned the berserk ice-armored beast soul, and his whole body was 

suddenly covered in a thick layer of ice. However, armor like this was not that useful to Han Sen. It was 

not even as strong as Han Sen’s body, especially after he had practiced micro crystal. 

If the armor was a top mutant beast soul or a sacred-blood one, Han Sen would probably keep it. 

Unfortunately, he had not gained one yet. 

“Brother, name your price.” Zhu Ting felt excited. 

“I won’t force you to teach me Seven Twists since you are not allowed to. But your family must have an 

S-Class footwork design for evolvers.” Han Sen looked at Zhu Ting and said. 

Zhu Ting suddenly became hesitant and said, “Well… Forget about it… I don’t really need a beast soul…” 

Han Sen knew what he meant. A berserk beast soul of ice armored beast was worth ten million dollars 

tops after taking into consideration of the scarcity of the beast souls. 

However, that was too little to trade for an S-Class secret footwork. No one would make such a trade. 

“Relax, I’m not trying to trade the berserk beast soul for your footwork. I will pay you an S-Class Saint 

Hall license of evolver level for the footwork. The berserk beast soul could be considered your service 

fee,” Han Sen said with a smile. 

The Chens had phenomenal footwork hyper geno arts, which were hard to purchase even in Saint Hall. 

Since Seven Twists was out of the question, Han Sen did not mind learning something else. 

“If that is the case, I could think of something.” Zhu Ting looked at the berserk beast soul armor Han Sen 

was wearing, gritted his teeth and said, “The Chens have an evolver footwork Treading Cloud. If you’re 

interested, I could give up my dignity and get it for you.” 

“Tell me about it, what kind of footwork is Treading Cloud?” Han Sen squinted and asked. 

Zhu Ting demonstrated what it was like, which made Han Sen’s eyes light up. 



Treading Cloud was a footwork that emphasized leg skills. After it was practiced successfully, the body 

cells of one’s legs could be enhanced. Treading Cloud meant it was so easy to reach the sky after 

practicing this footwork. 

Although it was an exaggeration, it showed that the footwork emphasized explosive leg strength. 

To Han Sen’s satisfaction, after practicing Treading Cloud, although he would not be able to leverage on 

the air seven times, he would be able to leverage on the air once. Unlike what Han Sen had invented, 

this was a perfect leverage. 

Last time, when Han Sen leveraged in the air, he was only able to make one extra kick, which was 

because the leverage was not perfect. After practicing Treading Cloud, he would be able to leverage on 

the air perfectly and make another seven kicks. 
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Han Sen was very satisfied with Treading Cloud, which was a secret hyper geno art that he could not 

even learn at Saint Hall. It was worth it to pay an S-Class Saint Hall license and a berserk beast soul. 

Just like that, Han Sen and Zhu Ting agreed on the time of the trade. Zhu Ting could teach Han Sen the 

footwork himself, but he had to obtain the special geno solutions from the Chens. 

Zhu Ting took Han Sen to find the nest. With the speed of the golden growler, it took them more than 

half a day to spot layering mountains formulating a life lotus, which was the entrance to the nest. 

Luckily, there was no creatures nearby. They climbed over the mountains and went down the entrance 

until they reached the green gold wall. 

The green gold wall was still intact. No one had entered. Although Zhu Ting found the place, he did not 

dare to enter. 

 

Zhu Ting was smart in that he knew what was within his ability and what was beyond, which was not 

something everyone knew. 

After all, men are animals of emotions, so it was hard for them to keep rational all the time. 

“Wait outside. I’ll go check it out,” Han Sen said to Zhu Ting and broke the green gold wall to enter. 

The omniscient green light made the large nest a scary space. Oddly shaped cells were everywhere, all 

intact. There was no way to tell which one had nurtured a creature. 

 

 



Han Sen slowly approached the cells, but because there were too many cells, there were all crammed 

together. There was no way to go through other than climbing over the cells. 

Han Sen did not dare to jump onto a cell. Staring at a 20 feet tall oval sell, he slowly walked ahead, 

feeling uncomfortable as if something was about to get wrong. 

“Roar!” When Han Sen was about 30 feet from the cell, it suddenly exploded. A black creature with two 

silver horns and bat wings that looked like a gargoyle suddenly rushed out from the broken cell. 

Han Sen only glanced at it before he started to run as fast as his legs could carry him. 

Although he had not fought the creature yet, judging by its speed, Han Sen was sure that the gargoyle 

was a sacred-blood creature with a physique over one hundred. 

Han Sen was glad that it was the first thing that caught his eyes. If Han Sen ran into this creature when 

he had gone deep already, it would be much harder for him to run away. 

Han Sen only ran a few steps when the gargoyle caught up with him. Its arm as strong as a marble 

column quickly swung at Han Sen’s back. 

On its claw, each of the nails was more than half a foot long, as sharp as a tungsten dagger. Even a body 

made of Z-steel would be broken by such nails. 

 

Without turning back, Han Sen moved his body like a snake away from the blow of the gargoyle, as if he 

had eyes on his back. Then Han Sen continued to run in a twisted route. Flapping its wings, the gargoyle 

was behind Han Sen immediately. However, its blow was useless again. Han Sen was as slippery as an 

eel, slipping through the gargoyle’s arms again and again. 

Han Sen looked to the direction of the entrance and saw that Zhu Ting had left, faster than a rabbit. 

Having failed several times, the gargoyle quickly howled as Han Sen was about to run to the narrow 

path. The silver horns of the gargoyle suddenly glowed and the silver color started to bleed toward the 

gargoyle’s black body. All of a sudden, the gargoyle became a silver statue, which looked strangely 

glamorous. 

“Dammit! A berserk sacred-blood creature!” Han Sen exclaimed. The silver gargoyle almost 

instantaneously appeared behind Han Sen, clawing at Han Sen’s head. 

The speed of the silver gargoyle was so fast that Han Sen had no time to dodge the blow. Although he 

was trying to use kiting skills as much as possible, in front of the absolute speed, all his efforts were 

useless. 

Han Sen gritted his teeth and used Jadeskin. Reaching a hand at the thick arm of the berserk beast, Han 

Sen was not trying to beat the creature with his force. 

As the two arms clashed, Han Sen entangled the thick arm of the silver gargoyle like a snake and slid 

onto its body. 



Perfectly combining Ghosthaunt and Diversion, Han Sen also used the flexibility he gained from 

practicing Jadeskin to reach this effect. 

The silver gargoyle tried to catch Han Sen who was hanging on its back, while Han Sen had slid down to 

the gargoyle’s crotch and hitting the part hard. 

Boom! 

Han Sen’s Jade like fist hit the gargoyle’s crotch hard, making it scream madly. The gargoyle quickly used 

both hands to claw at Han Sen. 

Han Sen turned his body around on the gargoyle’s thigh and moved back to its back. Grabbing the 

gargoyle’s wings, Han Sen quickly chopped his hand at its neck. 

Moving around on the gargoyle’s body, the gargoyle tried to catch Han Sen in madness but kept failing. 

However, the physique of the berserk silver gargoyle was so strong that even after Han Sen used 

Jadeskin, he could only make its silver body swell a little. 

Han Sen did not dare to use the cursed wolf dagger, because it was not strong enough to break this body 

and because holding the dagger would affect Han Sen’s movements. 

Han Sen even tried to claw at the gargoyle’s eyes, but it was equally useless. Its eyes were as tough as its 

body, made of silver metal. 

Han Sen felt the time which was less than a minute was as long as hours. It was not an easy thing to fight 

the gargoyle this way. 

Han Sen had used his physical and mental power to his limit. Every slight movement was carefully 

calculated. Both his physical and mental strength was depleted. 

Even so, Han Sen was still facing worse risks. The berserk gargoyle became faster and faster. A few 

times, it’s nails had scratched Han Sen, making him bleed immediately. 

Han Sen was not shaken at all. He continued to slither on the gargoyle’s body like a snake, but his 

moving range was smaller and smaller. 

Eventually, the berserk gargoyle pushed Han Sen so hard that he had nowhere to go. The gargoyle 

quickly clawed at Han Sen was right on its body. 

As the sharp silver nails were about to stab into Han Sen’s body, Han Sen quickly pushed the gargoyle’s 

head and jumped in the air, avoiding its claw. 

The silver gargoyle had used up its energy with this move. After Han Sen dodged the blow, its claw did 

not stop and continued to hit its own face. The five nails as sharp as silver daggers stabbed into silver 

face, and silver blood suddenly jetted out. 
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Han Sen took the opportunity to run out of the nest. He could still vaguely hear the roaring of the raging 

silver gargoyle. 

The physique of the silver gargoyle was so good that Han Sen could not kill it at the moment. However, 

since he had already learned that there was a sacred-blood creature in this place, he could always come 

back when he had enough geno points. 

“Brother, you are here! Are you okay?” Zhu Ting was waiting at the entrance, looking down from time to 

time. 

“Luckily, I ran out, but I could not kill that thing,” Han Sen said and started to walk away. 

“How about me joining Goddess Gang?” Zhu Ting came up to Han Sen and asked. 

 

“If you want to, I’ll permit it,” Han Sen said casually. He would keep Zhu Ting around for the moment 

because he was still thinking about Seven Twists of the Chens. 

After leaving the nest, Han Sen went back to the Alliance and urged Zhu Ting to get the geno solutions as 

soon as possible. 

It was almost time for Zero to return to the God’s sanctuary, so Han Sen thought it was time to conquer 

the spirit shelter. 

However, he would like for everyone of Goddess Gang to join the war against the spirit shelter. 

Otherwise, if he went himself, the gang members would not appreciate the gains they did not fight for 

that much. 

 

 

Of course, Han Sen was going to make sure he will get the spirit stone in the shelter. He did not care 

about anything else that much. 

After Han Sen returned to Daphne, he finished his own task and looked at his future schedule. 

In two days, he would join the cooking team to prepare food. 

Soldiers could only have food for five days out of a month. Normally, they would just take nutrition 

solutions. 

However, the expert panel was different. They ate every day, so the existence of the cookhouse was 

mainly meant for the expert panel. 

After resting for two days, reading and training, it was Han Sen’s turn to work. Han Sen finally 

understood that the work of the cookhouse was difficult sometimes. 

Those experts and scholars were very picky about what they ate. According to the rules, each of them 

shall have three dishes and one soup per meal, and there must be meat. 



In addition, several professors in the expert panel could even order their own food, which was a 

privilege that even Ji Yanran and Chen Shoushan did not enjoy. 

 

Because of the emphasis the Alliance had placed on Crystallizer ruins, these experts and professors 

enjoyed very high status. Among them, several professors were indeed quite knowledgeable about 

Crystallizer civilization. 

Han Sen was not a great cook, so all he could do was to prepare the raw materials and transfer the food 

to the plates. 

“You must be the new cookhouse recruit Han Sen? I heard you passed Sprint at level 10?” A young 

researcher of the expert panel asked Han Sen while he was getting his food. 

“It was because I have seen it before. It’s no big deal,” Han Sen said casually. 

“You graduated from Blackhawk?” The young researcher asked. 

“Yes,” Han Sen slightly frowned and replied. He glanced at the young researcher who was about thirty 

years old and quite good-looking. His lips were thin, which gave him a feminine look. 

“Not bad. When I was in Alliance Central Military Academy, Blackhawk -ranked about one hundred. I 

wonder how it’s doing now?” The young researcher said quietly. 

Han Sen felt the guy’s tone was a bit off, squinted and said, “I’m not sure. I did not have many 

opportunities to see people from Alliance Central Military Academy. I was in an archery tournament 

against that school though.” 

“Oh, did you come out of it okay?” The young researcher said contentedly. 

Speaking of tournaments, Alliance Central Military Academy was always the top-notch school. Almost in 

every single item, the school would get at least top three, while Blackhawk was not that impressive 

among the famous academies. The two could not even be compared. Naturally, the young researcher 

felt Blackhawk would lose tragically. 

“It was okay. Alliance Central Military Academy was quite impressive, so it took me some effort to get 

rid of them and gain the championship,” Han Sen said casually. He did not want to be nice to people like 

this. 

“Ha ha, if you want to brag, there is still a limit. In what kind of tournament can Blackhawk beat Alliance 

Central Military Academy? Is it a bragging contest?” The reply of the researcher made everyone in the 

expert panel laugh. 

These researchers mainly came from Alliance Central Military Academy, because there were not many 

academies that had the major of Crystallizer ruins research. 

Most of the professors that focused on Crystallizer culture taught at Alliance Central Military Academy, 

so the experts and professors in the expert panel were also mostly affiliated to Alliance Central Military 

Academy. 



As the graduates of the best military school in the Alliance, they were of course arrogant. 

Several researchers from the expert panel had also tried Sprint, but none of them passed level X. They 

all felt quite content when hearing a cookhouse soldier passed level X, because they knew Han Sen was 

familiar with the system. There was no way Han Sen was as strong as them. 

This researcher named Tang Xin was very pissed about this, which was why he provoked Han Sen. 

“I’m so sorry. I have no idea Alliance Central Military Academy is such a big deal. Unfortunately, I have 

already graduated and could no longer participate in the games. Otherwise, I would be easier on them 

and make them look better,” Han Sen shrugged and said with a smile. 

As Han Sen said that, many researchers looked to him. Even several professors couldn’t help glancing at 

him. 

“Okay, so you say you beat Alliance Central Military Academy. So, tell me, where and when did you do 

that?” Tang Xin snorted and said, because he did not believe Han Sen at all. 

“I don’t remember which game, since it’s such a trivial matter for me. You could go search my name, 

and you will probably see it.” Han Sen knocked the spatula on the edge of the plate. “If you don’t have 

anything else to say, please give way to others. They have to eat as well.” 

Tang Xin was a bit upset. He had always been very proud of the fact that he graduated from Alliance 

Central Military Academy. Han Sen’s treating his alma mater lightly irritated him. 

However, on this warship he could not do anything out of the line. Tang Xin gritted his teeth and walked 

to Professor Li Mingtang, pleading, “Professor, could you look it up for me to see if he was telling the 

truth.” 

On Daphne, ordinary people did not have the access to the Skynet. All they had was an internal 

database, which was why Tang Xin asked Professor Li Mingtang to look it up for him. 
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Li Mingtang thought about it and said, “We are all coworkers, so there’s no need to get to the bottom of 

this. We can just laugh it out.” 

Tang Xin did not want to let it go and said, “Professor, as a graduate from Alliance Central Military 

Academy, I could not stand vicious words against my alma mater. I must clear it up.” 

After he said that, Tang Xin stared at Han Sen fiercely, obviously upset. 

“Researcher Tang Xin, that is not right. You have your alma mater, but don’t we all have ours? You 

slandered Han Sen’s alma mater first…” The fat squad leader could no longer watch this and said. 

“I was just stating a fact, not trying to slander anything.” Tang Xin sneered. “If we ask Professor Li 

Mingtang to look it up, we will naturally know who is stating the fact and who is slandering.” 



 

The fat squad leader simply said, “Look it up! I believe that Han Sen would not lie. Professor, please look 

it up for us, so we could clear Han Sen’s name.” 

Since the fat squad leader said that, Li Mingtang had to connect to the Skynet, looking for the military 

school contests that Han Sen had participated in. 

Shortly, many entries appeared. All the researchers and cookhouse soldiers looked to the screen. 

Before long, his face became stern. At that time, almost every media reported the archery tournament 

between the emperor and the monster. It was fair to say that the match was a historic one. 

 

 

The game ended Jing Jiwu and Alliance Central military Academy’s rule in the league. The nickname of 

Han Sen, emperor, was broadcasted in the league by all kinds of media. 

Any report would reflect how the game went down and how Han Sen performed. The media almost 

described Han Sen as a godsent archer. 

Although it was exaggerated, there was no doubt that Han Sen did lead Blackhawk to beat Alliance 

Central Military Academy which was the ruler at the time. As Han Sen had said, in that game, Blackhawk 

was the winner. 

The researcher suddenly changed their attitude about Han Sen. A cookhouse soldier, even one on 

Daphne should not be too good a fighter. Otherwise, he would not end up as a cookhouse soldier. 

However, no one had expected for Han Sen the new recruit to have such a successful past. 

Being able to be called the strongest person in the entire league was an honor that none of the 

researchers who graduated from Alliance Central Military Academy had enjoyed, including Tang Xin. 

After all, when they were at school, they were not the strongest person on campus. 

“Han Sen, I did not realize you were so good when you were at school.” The fat squad leader was so 

happy that he patted Han Sen on the shoulder with his meaty hand. 

 

Some researchers had always looked down on ordinary soldiers, and Tang Xin was the worst of them. 

The fat squad leader was very happy to see his face slapped by Han Sen. 

“I was not that good. It’s just the opponent was too weak.” Han Sen was not a pushover. Since Tang Xin 

had tried to bully him, he would punch back as well. 

Tang Xin’s face became purple, the corner of his mouth twitching without making a single sound. He quit 

lunch and left immediately. 



“Well done, Han Sen. That Tang Xin is such a snob, mean and picky as if he was better than all of us. The 

guy annoyed the hell out of me. I did not realize how great you were at the military school.” When Han 

Sen returned to the kitchen, the vice squad leader also complimented him. 

“All right, stop that.” The fat squad leader closed the door of the kitchen and said to Han Sen solemnly, 

“Han Sen, be careful in the future. That Tang Xin is a petty person. You are probably already on his 

enemy list.” 

“I am a cookhouse soldier, and he is a researcher in the expert panel. What could he possibly do to me?” 

Han Sen said with a smile. 

“There is nothing he could do to you on the warship, but it is hard to say when we arrived at the 

Crystallizer ruin. There are many weird stuff inside the ruin. We don’t really know how they work. If he 

set you up, then it will be very hard for you to protect yourself. After arriving at the ruin, remember not 

to walk around alone. Just stay on the warship so that he could do nothing to you,” the fat squad leader 

warned Han Sen. 

Others also gave Han Sen some advice. Since Han Sen did not want to worry them, he nodded. 

“But then again, since you were so great in military school and got the rank of major, how come you 

came here to be a cookhouse soldier?” Li Mingliang couldn’t help asking. 

“In fact, my dream is to be a soldier on the warship, even as a cookhouse soldier, which is why I’m 

here…” Han Sen was telling the truth. However, he did not tell the whole truth. He wanted to be a 

soldier on the warship of Ji Yanran, that is. 

When Han Sen entered God’s Sanctuary again, he eventually saw the pretty face of Zero. 

“It seems it’s time to conquer the spirit shelter.” Han Sen found Yang Manli to summoned everyone in 

God is again. 

“Everyone, I decided to set out to conquer the spirit shelter tomorrow and use that shelter as the base 

of Goddess Gang. If anyone wants to quit, now is the time. I do not want to force you, so I will let you go 

with no strings attached.” Han Sen’s gaze swept across people’s faces. 

“Captain, is it too early for us to conquer the spirit shelter? There is an aristocrat spirit in the spirit 

shelter and many mutant creatures. We do not have quite the strength yet to do that. How about we 

develop our strength a bit further and do that when we have all maxed out on ordinary geno points and 

primitive geno points? In that case, we would have a much better chance.” 

“Yes, Captain. We should focus on cultivation now.” 

“We have no idea how many mutant creatures there are in the spirit shelter. Is it too big a challenge for 

us to go now?” 

“We have enough strength to kill primitive creatures in batches. How about we spend more time doing 

that and when…” 

Han Sen glanced at the mob he was leading and said coldly, “Today I am gathering you to tell you my 

decision. So, all you need to do is to execute it or quit. I do not need your advice. However, there is one 

thing I must state clearly right now. If you quit at this point, Goddess Gang will never welcome you back, 



not now, and definitely not when we have conquered the spirit shelter. It’s your own choice to stay or 

go.” 

Han Sen’s words brought silence to the scene. Very soon, someone stood out, gritted his teeth and told 

Han Sen, “Sorry, captain, we do not have enough resources to take down the spirit shelter. I can’t risk it 

with my life.” 

“Bring me his contract.” Han Sen did not answer but asked Yang Manli to bring the guy’s contract and 

voided it. 
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With someone being the first, many more stood out to break off their contract and leave the Goddess 

Gang. 

Not many people believed that Han Sen could really conquer the spirit shelter. There were so many 

mutant creatures in the spirit shelter, and an aristocrat spirit who was basically immortal. Those were all 

huge troubles. 

Before destroying their spirit stones, the spirits were almost immortal in their own shelters. In addition, 

no one had any idea how many mutant creatures and primitive creatures there were. Goddess Gang had 

a total of two hundred people, and many of them were still lacking in their primitive geno point count. 

They could not even fight primitive creatures one on one. Spirit shelter was simply too big a goal. 

Goddess Gang which had two hundred people lost the better half of its members soon. Only about three 

dozen of people remained. 

Han Sen was fully prepared in advance. However, he still did not expect to lose so many members. At 

first glance, most people who stayed were young people like Xu You. Only a few of them were older. 

 

To Han Sen’s surprise, the middle-aged person who used to throw sarcastic comments at him was still in 

the team and did not choose to leave. 

Han Sen still remembered that his name was Zheng Guoxiong. He came to Second God’s Sanctuary 

twenty years ago as a sacred evolver. However, he did not expect to end up in such shitty place. For two 

decades, he did nothing. When Han Sen established Goddess Gang, he joined the gang but did not show 

too much impressive performance. 

“Brother, are we still going to conquer the spirit shelter?” Zhu Ting did not leave either. He glanced at 

the remaining people and whispered to Han Sen. 

“Of course, I said that we are going to set out tomorrow. That will not change. Go back and prepare. 

Gather here tomorrow at 6:30 AM.” Han Sen asked everyone to go. 



 

 

The reason he would like to wait until tomorrow and did not leave immediately was that he wanted to 

test the rest of these people. Maybe they were excited and motivated at this point. However, after 

considering for an entire night, if they still dared to go, then it would mean they were truly rough 

diamonds. 

There was no way these people knew that Han Sen did not care how many people followed. As long as 

he and Zero were there, they could take down the spirit shelter themselves. The reason he was bringing 

people over was to select potential talents. After all, there must be someone to operate the shelter after 

they took it down. 

“Are you really taking these people to conquer the spirit shelter?” After everyone was gone, Yang Manli 

asked Han Sen seriously. 

“What now? You also don’t believe I could take down the spirit shelter?” Han Sen looked at Yang Manli 

with a smile. 

“Judging from pure strength, it is tough indeed.” Yang Manli was not a woman who would be misled by 

others, and her answer was honest. 

“So, will you go or not?” Han Sen continued to ask. 

“Yes.” Yang Manli gave him an assertive answer. 

“Then go back and prepare. We’ll leave tomorrow morning,” Han Sen smiled and said. 

 

The next morning, they were missing several people. In the end, including Yang Manli, Uncle Qing, and 

Zhu Ting, they were twenty people in total. 

“Let’s go.” Han Sen did not waste his words and commanded everyone to march toward the big 

mountain where the spirit shelter was located. 

When the group of people left, many people were watching them. They all felt that Han Sen must be 

crazy. How is it different from committing suicide taking such a small number of people to conquer the 

spirit shelter? 

Although Uncle Qing who was the strongest fighter on Han Sen’s team, he was only good against one 

mutant creature no matter how strong he was. 

Even if Han Sen was able to cope with one or two mutant creatures, what could the rest of them do? 

Most of them were young people who had not been to Second God’s Sanctuary for long. Also, most of 

them were just mutant evolvers. Only one or two were sacred-blood evolvers. There were even three 

young people who were primitive evolvers. 

No one would believe that twenty people like these could conquer an aristocrat spirit shelter. Everybody 

believed they were mad. 



Watching the young men following Han Sen, many people even showed pity. 

Of course, more people were delighted to witness their departure. They even thought, coming from a 

prominent family with the respect from Starry Group, Han Sen became arrogant. He deserves to die in 

the spirit shelter. It’s a pity though that we are going to lose a good man like Uncle Qing and those 

young people. 

People of worst characters even wished for Han Sen to die there and for Yang Manli and Zero to 

returned safely, so that they would have a chance at the ladies. 

The twenty people marched toward the spirit shelter in heavy snow and soon disappeared on the vast 

snow field. Many people thought it was very likely that they were gone forever. 

Even many of the young people in the group felt pessimistic about the fight. However, because of their 

passion, they wanted to roll the dice, and maybe there was a future for them. 

However, even so, they felt worried. After all, it was an aristocrat spirit shelter. They had never been to 

a squire shelter or a knight shelter before. It was their first expedition, and their target was an aristocrat 

shelter. It was absolutely normal that they were nervous. 

The closer they got to the snow mountain, the more nervous they became. Even Uncle Qing put on a 

solemn look. 

Uncle Qing knew for sure that Han Sen was not a stupid man. However, in his eyes, they did not have 

enough to take down the spirit shelter. If Han Sen did not have any backup, they would be taking a huge 

risk. It would be hard for them to escape death. 

However, because of the blind trust in the name Han Jingzhi, Uncle Qing did not want to quit. 

“Are you cold?” In the fluttering snowflakes, Han Sen held Zero’s hands and warmed them up with his 

breath. 

“No.” Zero shook her head quietly. 

Han Sen then remembered that Zero had even better physique than he did. There was no way she 

would fear such weather. 

“This is the spirit shelter. Are we really going up?” Zhu Ting looked at the big mountain ahead of them 

and asked again. 

“Certainly.” Han Sen urged the golden growler to step on the big mountain first. 

The rest of them looked at each other and then all followed Han Sen uphill. Many of them were walking 

stiffly with no expression on their face, staring at the spirit shelter that looked like an old castle. 

The spirit shelter was quiet. Except for the sound of snow falling, there was absolutely no sound. The 

shelter looked like a lifeless castle with no residents. 

Uncle Qing, Zhu Ting, and Yang Manli could not help frowning. This was obviously quite abnormal. 

Creatures and the spirit should have noticed them a long while ago. However, there was no noise at all. 

The gates of the shelter were open, but no creatures came out of it, which was simply odd. 
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“Wait a second.” Han Sen commanded the group to stop, summoned the golden rock worm king, and 

commanded it to fly into the gates of the shelter. 

Very soon, the golden rock worm king returned. The message brought back to Han Sen was that there 

was nothing in the spirit shelter, not a single creature. 

“Nothing?” Han Sen frowned slightly. The situation was clearly out of his expectation. 

The group marched toward the architecture and looked around vigilantly. However, they found nothing. 

It was as if the entire spirit shelter was empty. 

Having reached the destination smoothly, Han Sen pushed open the gates and walked into the hall that 

looked like a palace. Indeed, there was a spirit stone with an alluring glow set between the eyebrows of 

a huge statue of deity. 

 

“Spirit stone!” Xu You and other young men became excited. As long as the spirit stone was destroyed, 

the spirit would be dead no matter where it was. However, before they even walked to the spirit stone, 

a figure suddenly appeared from the side of the room. It was an elegant woman dressed like a priest, 

holding an ice staff in her hand. It was the same aristocrat spirit that Han Sen had seen. 

“Attention,” yelled Uncle Qing and summoned his beast souls. 

Actually, even without Uncle Qing’s waring, everyone had already summoned their beast souls and 

looked around vigilantly. 

The spirit looked at the group of people, smiled coldly, and raised the staff in her hand. Light suddenly 

covered her body, turning her into an aristocrat fighter in ice armor with red patterns. The staff turned 

into an ice spear. 

 

 

“Roar!” 

Almost immediately, all sorts of creatures came to the empty castle. Hundreds and thousands of ice-

armored beasts and other creatures besieged the hall, throwing themselves at the intruders. 

“Go deeper and destroy the spirit stone,” Uncle Qing exclaimed and charged the statue of deity. 

However, before he made a move, a dozen creatures suddenly appeared from behind the statue, each 

of them a mutant creature. There were huge snow wolf and bears, as well as dark bats and all sorts of 

birds. 



Those mutant creatures completely blocked the path toward the statue. Also, they were led by the 

aristocrat spirit. Even Uncle Qing was shocked and stopped, finding it impossible to destroy the spirit 

stone directly. 

Groups of creatures had flooded into the hall from outside. Although they were all primitive creatures, 

they were so huge in number that even if the group of people wanted to kill their way out, it would take 

them a long time. 

In addition, they were in the spirit shelter and the gates had been closed. There was no way for them to 

go back even if they wanted to. 

“Human, you will regret that you stole my pet.” The cold face of the spirits was emotionless. She pointed 

at Han Sen with her ice spear. 

 

After that sentence, the ice-armored beasts flooded into the hall and threw themselves at the group of 

people with no fear for death. 

However, the mutant creatures did not seem to be attacking. All they were doing was to protect the 

statue of deity. Clearly, they were trying to weaken the group using endless primitive creatures first. 

The spirit herself walked to Han Sen with her ice spear in hand, wanting to kill Han Sen with her own 

hands to get her revenge. 

Everyone else looked pale. They were trapped in this place. They could not run away or destroy the 

spirit stone. It seemed that they were in a dead end, and there was no hope of survival. 

“Let’s rush out. Maybe there is still a chance,” Zhu Ting said loudly. 

“You guard the door, and I will go for the spirit stone,” Han Sen said and walked to the spirit. 

Everyone else lost their calm. With a dozen mutant creatures guarding the statue of deity, they could 

not approach it with all the people available, let alone Han Sen himself. 

However, Han Sen had already gone toward the statue of deity. Other people had to block the door to 

the hall first, fighting the endless ice-armored beasts. 

However, there were so many creatures out there that there was no way they could hold up for a long 

time. Even if the creatures were willing to be killed by them, their hands would still get tired. 

Han Sen did not seem to be worried about the situation at all. He walked to the spirit and said, “You’re 

very smart, I could even call you sly. You have successfully lured us into the trap you have set up.” 

The spirit curled her lips and looked content. She said coldly, “The moment you decided to go against 

me, your death has been certain. 

“Unfortunately, there is one thing you did wrong,” Han Sen continued to say as he walked. 

“What is it?” Unexpectedly, the spirit asked with her brows knitted. 



“You should not let me come this far. Your favorite trap is your biggest mistake.” Han Sen quickly rushed 

to the huge statue of deity with the spirit stone like a tornado. 

The spirit sneered and swept her ice spear at Han Sen, trying to stop him. 

However, Han Sen did not lower his speed at all. He used great strength with his legs yet put his upper 

body horizontal. Running forward but almost lying on the ground, Han Sen dodged the attack from the 

spirit in a weird pose and continued toward the statue at a high speed. 

The mutant creatures roared loud and threw themselves at Han Sen like demons from hell. 

 


